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•Child-Centered 
 

•Innovative Interventions 
•Leadership 
•Dynamic 
•Research-based 
•Effective 
•Nurturing 

 
•Family focus 
•Inclusive 
•Relationships 
•Shared Ownership 
•Transition 



 
  



The Philosophy 
Preschool programming for children with identified special needs in Humble 

Independent School District is focused on a commitment to the individual child. The 
Texas Education Agency (TEA) Prekindergarten Guidelines provide a curricular 
connection to programming for preschool children. The program is uniquely adapted to 
meet the needs and interests of each preschool age child. 

The preschool programs are designed to promote children’s knowledge and 
skills in all developmental areas—cognitive, social/emotional, motor, communication, 
self-help—and to establish a foundation for lifelong learning. 

The Prekindergarten Guidelines developed by the Texas Education Agency 
(TEA) in Language and Early Literacy, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies, Fine 
Arts, Physical Development, Health and Safety, Personal/Social Development, and 
Technology Applications are educational objectives within the program. The 
Individualized Education Program (IEP) goals and objectives drive programming for the 
individual child. 

The preschool program reflects the belief that children are active learners. Children  
build meaning and understanding through full participation in their learning environments. 

Child-centered programming combines high expectations for each child with respect for 
individual development. 

Lilian Katz, PhD, professor emerita of early childhood education at the 
University of Illinois indicates, “Researchers think that gaining social 
competence—learning how to cooperate, solve problems, and think about 
other people—is what really makes a difference later on. Playing and 
working together on projects with other students is one way we build 
these crucial social skills. The educational learning in the classroom is 
integrated into the daily routine and is relevant to the students (for 
example, ‘there are five ‘J’ names in our class).” 
Humble ISD programming for preschoolers with special needs begins 

with structure, routines, and clear expectations. The program embeds curricular 
content specified by TEA, to ensure the learning focus is relevant to the students. 
The intent is to provide instruction in a developmentally appropriate, language 
rich environment that support learning and development. 

 
  



The Key Components of Programming 
 

LEARNING ENVIRONMENT 
Humble ISD programming for preschool children with special needs provides          
learning environments that support development in the following areas: 
 
positive attitudes toward learning; 
positive self concept and self confidence through success in the learning 
environment; 
responsibility for one's own behavior; 
the ability to share and work cooperatively with peers; 
language and communication skills; 
developmentally appropriate literacy skills; 
mathematical skills related to numeracy,  patterning, sequencing and problem 
solving; 
the ability to observe, explore, discover, predict, and solve problems 
through concrete learning experiences; 
an understanding of the many aspects of their cultural and 
environmental world; 
health-promoting habits and routines; 
fine and gross motor through use of large and small muscle activities; 
aesthetic expression and appreciation through art, music and dramatic 
play; 
natural curiosity young children use to make sense of their world; 
goals and objectives identified through the ARD process. 

 
 

CURRICULUM FRAMEWORK 
Texas Preschool Curriculum Guidelines 

Language and Early Literacy 
During the preschool years, children’s experiences with communication and 

literacy begin to form the basis for their school success. Given adequate opportunities to 
interact with responsive adults and peers in language and print-rich environments, young 
children develop vocabulary, extended language skills, and knowledge of the world 
around them. They develop listening comprehension and phonological awareness; 
understanding of the everyday functions of print; motivation to read; appreciation for 
literary forms; and print awareness and letter knowledge. They learn what books are and 
how to use them. Understanding the value of literacy as a means of communication, and 
the enjoyment of reading are indicators of becoming successful lifelong readers. These 
language and literacy accomplishments are best achieved through activities that are 
integrated 

 
  



across different developmental areas: cognitive development, fine and gross motor 
development, and social and emotional development. It is important to consider native 
language, augmentative communication, and sensory impairments in accomplishing 
these guidelines. 

Preschool educators should provide opportunities to promote language and 
literacy learning in children who speak a language other than English. The Texas 
Prekindergarten Curriculum Guidelines outline language and literacy accomplishments 
for three- and four-year-old children in their native language. For students whose first 
language is other than English, the native language serves as the foundation for English 
language acquisition. Specific guidelines for the language and literacy development of 
preschool children whose home language is not English in English-only settings are 
addressed. 

Mathematics 
Mathematics learning builds on children’s curiosity, enthusiasm, and challenges 

children to explore ideas about patterns and relationships, order and predictability, and 
logic and meaning. Consequently, quality instruction occurs in environments that are rich 
in language, encourage children’s thinking, and nurture children’s explorations and 
ideas. These ideas include the concepts of number pattern, measurement, shape, space, 
and classification. 

Science 
Young children are natural scientists. They are eager to discover all they can 

about the world in which they live. In preschool, children participate in simple 
investigations that help them begin to develop the skills of asking questions, gathering 
information, communicating findings, and making informed decisions. Using their own 
senses and common tools, such as a hand lens, students make observations and collect 
information. Through these processes, preschool children learn about their world. 

Children enter the preschool classroom with many conceptions about the natural 
and constructed world—ideas that they have gained from prior experiences. Meaningful 
science learning experiences help children investigate those pre-existing ideas while 
building a foundation for additional knowledge. These meaningful experiences increase 
children's understanding of the natural world, living things, cycles, change, and 
patterns—concepts that organize the learning of science. 

Social Studies 
Social studies concentrate on the nature of people and their world, the heritage of 

the past, and contemporary living and culture. The social studies are both integral to 
young children’s lives and of great interest to them. Driven by a desire to know and 
achieve mastery over self and their environment, children are eager to gain an 
understanding of the many aspects of their cultural and environmental world. Through 
social studies, 

 
  



children begin to develop the self-understanding that will serve as a foundation for 
learning about others and the world around them. 

Although all aspects of education have the goal of preparing children to 
become contributing members of society, social studies are particularly well suited to 
foster the skills and attitudes necessary for participation in a democracy. Skills such 
as problem-solving, decision- making, and working independently and with others in 
a classroom prepare children to become fully-functioning citizens. 

Fine Arts 
Young children express their ideas, thoughts, and feelings using a variety of 

symbols. Through their art, music, and dramatic play, children actively engage in 
representing what they know and how they think, using problem-solving strategies to 
express ideas in different forms. The fine arts enhance children’s ability to interpret 
symbols and are associated with growth in all areas of development, including academic 
learning. 

Health and Safety 
Young children learn health-promoting habits and routines in preschool. In these 

early years, they develop basic concepts, attitudes, and skills about nutrition, safety, 
hygiene, and physical activity that contribute to their well being. Children’s experiences 
with their health and discovery of ways to improve it enhance their desire and ability to 
make wise decisions for healthy living in the future. 

Personal and Social Development 
Preschool children develop personal and social skills that enable them to 

function well within the social setting of the classroom. Children develop a sense of 
who they are and their capabilities, and establish positive relationships with others, 
which enables them to effectively participate in class and community and accomplish 
meaningful tasks. Physical Development 

Movement is at the center of young children’s lives. Preschool children 
participate in experiences that foster fundamental motor and movement skills, such as 
walking and running, which are necessary for participation in games and sports 
throughout life. They begin to develop gross motor skills that involve throwing, 
catching, and kicking, and fine motor skills that involve greater precision and accuracy 
of movement. 

Technology Applications 
Young children have much to gain from the use of technology. In preschool, they 

expand their ability to acquire information, solve problems, and communicate with 
others. Regular access and exposure to computers and related technology can enhance 
this learning. Children use engaging, age-appropriate, and challenging software, and 
technology to extend their knowledge and to enrich their learning of curriculum content 
and concepts. These technologies serve as important learning tools and are integrated 
throughout the instructional program. 

 
  



Children learn the basic functions of the computer and related technologies. 
They develop techniques for handling and controlling various input devices, and 
become increasingly confident and independent users of age-appropriate software 
programs. 

 
The comprehensive Texas Prekindergarten Curriculum Guidelines document is available 

for viewing and/or downloads at http://tea.texas.gov/pkg.aspx 
 
  

http://tea.texas.gov/pkg.aspx


A TYPICAL DAY 
Welcome/Arrival: Children engage in greetings and routines that promote 
independence with personal belongings (backpack, notebooks, lunch, snack, coats, 
hats, etc.). They then participate in varied activities as they arrive in the classroom. 
Toilet training will be a part of the arrival routine as designated by individual 
student needs. 
Circle Time: Everyone comes together to greet one another, sing songs, participate 
in language activities and gain information for the day ahead. The instruction and 
practice occurs in a large group setting. Everyday in PreK and Frog Street press 
activities are integrated into Circle Time 
Work Time: Children rotate through activities in the centers which may include 
dramatic play, table toys, blocks, art, sensory table, library, work with teacher, and 
computers. Learning is child-centered through play facilitated by the staff. Children 
receive intentional instruction on targeted objectives in a small group or one on one 
setting. Students are taught language, literacy, and mathematics concepts and skills 
through a variety of instructional strategies. 
Clean Up: Children learn when it is time to stop an activity, put away toys and 
materials and cooperate with others. 
Conscious Discipline promotes pro social behavior through modeling and student 
practice and reinforcement of skills. Using the social skills curriculum for 
preschool aged children, the children practice skills necessary for appropriate 
social functioning in the school and home environments. 
Outdoor Learning/Motor Activities: Energetic outdoor play provides opportunities 
for children to develop large muscles, to engage in social interactions, and to 
experience nature. Children also learn self- management by following rules and 
safety guidelines. 
Meal / Snack Time: Teachers capitalize on this highly motivating activity to 
expand communication, social interaction, and self help skills. 
Music/Movement: Children express themselves through singing and movement, 
and by playing simple instruments. 
Story Time: Teachers read to children in both large and small groups. 

Reading enhances listening comprehension, stimulates thought- provoking questions 
and conversation, and develops concepts of print and vocabulary. 
Dismissal: Children are encouraged to review the day’s events and 
independently collect their belongings, pack their backpacks and prepare for 
dismissal. 

 
  



LEARNING CENTERS 
Preschool programs for children with special needs use a learning center 

approach to support instruction and practice of functional, developmentally appropriate 
skills. Centers are areas with educational materials that provide opportunities for 
different types of learning during Work Time. 

In the CONSTRUCTION/BLOCK CENTER children: 
use fine and gross motor muscles 
classify by shape, size, and color 
experiment with balance and forms 
use their imagination 
test ideas 
recognize quantity and number concepts 
discover modes of transportation 

In the ART CENTER children: 
expand creativity 
increase language development 
increase cooperation and sharing 
enhance eye-hand coordination 
practice fine motor skills 
demonstrate how they view the world 
bring ideas to life 

In the COMPUTER CENTER children: 
learn mouse control 
enhance fine motor skills 
learn computer functions 
enhance pre-writing skills 
advance pre-reading skills 
engage in math and language concepts 
use the computer as a learning tool 

In the LIBRARY CENTER children: 
enhance pre-reading skills 
develop language skills 
recognize that letters have meaning 
learn to take care of books 
learn to follow directions 
work independently 
gather information 
connect stories to pictures 
develop a love for literature 

 
  



 

In the WRITING CENTER children: 
use fine motor skills 
increase language development 
learn eye-hand coordination 
put thoughts into written form 
learn that print carries meaning 
experiment with written language 

In the HOUSEKEEPING/DRAMATIC PLAY CENTER children: 
learn cooperation 
practice language skills 
verbalize ideas and concepts 
understand emotions 
communicate with others 
observe and imitate others 
use fine and gross motor skills 
act out real life situations 

In the MATH CENTER children: 
learn new ideas 
increase language and cognitive skills 
enhance eye-hand coordination 
exercise fine muscles 
learn to estimate 
classify and sort 
count and compare 
recognize shapes and patterns 

In the SCIENCE CENTER children: 
learn and test new concepts 
increase language development 
learn to plan and discover 
observe 
predict 
compare 
draw conclusions 
experience multi sensory activities 
discover how things work 

 
  



In the SENSORY CENTER children: 
focus in sensory experiences 
experiment and discover 
learn cooperation 
refine observational skills 
measure 
weigh 
enhance fine motor skills 
increase language development 

In the PUZZLES and MANIPULATIVE CENTER children: 
exercise fine motor muscles 
advance eye-hand coordination 
practice spatial concepts 
develop language skills 
enhance cognitive development 
focus on creativity 
use imagination and problem solving 

In the GAME CENTER children: 
develop interaction and sharing among students 
follow rules 
complete tasks 
practice good sportsmanship skills 

In the LANGUAGE / COMMUNICATION CENTER children: 
build vocabulary 
increase language and cognitive skills 
practice communication exchanges 
develop social language and social interactions with peers and adults 
practice active listening 
expand comprehension 

 
  



 

DISCIPLINE 
Preschool Programming in Humble ISD embraces a positive behavior 

approach. Campus wide, and classroom expectations are taught and practiced 
daily. Classroom rules are as follows 

Control your body 
Stay in your area 
Listen 
Look/ Pay attention 
Keep working 

Positive behavior systems encourage continued recognition of responsible behavior. When 
needed, an impulse control sequence is used that incorporates a minimum of two 
reminders and time for reteaching the rules before teaching in the Stop Station. The Stop 
Station is used as a cooling off area and a teaching place. Time spent in the Stop Station 
will not exceed one minute per year (example 3 minutes maximum for a 3- year-old). 
Automatic Stop Station behaviors include physical aggression, destruction of materials. 
Should you have questions regarding our behavior management system, please feel free 
to ask. The discipline plan of our program is based on respect for self and others. 
Students are guided to make good choices. The teachers will communicate with you 
about your child’s successes and areas for growth in this ongoing process. 

 
SAFETY AND SECURITY INFORMATION 

Safety To and From School 
Whether your child rides in a car, a day care center bus, or accesses the ARD’d 

service of Humble ISD bus transportation, talk with your child about safety issues 
related to transportation. Crossing streets, remaining buckled in their seat and seeking 
help when needed are all critical to long term safety of your child. 

***Safety reminder for drivers-If you are picking up your child, please do not 
pass the buses parked in the driveway. If you arrive before the busses, please pull 
forward so the busses have access to load and unload children safely. 

Bus Transportation 
Humble ISD Transportation Department works diligently to ensure your child’s 

timely arrival and pickup. Please remember our drivers may not honk the horn or wait 
for extended periods at your home. If your child will not need transportation, please call 
the transportation department at 281-641-8728. You will need to know your child’s 
driver and the bus number when calling. 

For the protection of the child, the teacher MUST be notified if there is a change 
in the way your child goes home from school. Send a written note explaining any such 
transportation changes. In the event of a last 

 
  



minute change, call the school office immediately. Please remember that our schools now 
require a photo ID when a child is being picked up or when you are entering the building. 
Your child’s safety is our first priority, and we appreciate you following the procedures. 
When completing the emergency cards, please list the names of individuals that you 
authorize to pick up your student. 

 
ATTENDANCE INFORMATION 

In order to maximize learning and maintain consistency, attendance for your child 
is a priority. Every child, once enrolled in public school, must adhere to the law 
established by the state legislature regarding school attendance. The same law governs 
preschool students as school-age students. If it is necessary for your child to be absent, 
please call the Attendance Hotline to report the absence. Remember to send a note 
regarding the absence when your child returns to school. 

If you plan to bring your child to school or pick your child up at the end of class, 
please be on time and be considerate of other children and families. School begins at 
8:05. If you arrive with your child after 8:05 please bring your child to the front office. 
If you are interested in a parent conference, please schedule a conference time with your 
child’s teacher. Our teachers are dedicated to open communication with families and 
prefer personal conversations occur when they can devote total energy and attention to 
you and your child. 

Late Fees will be assessed at $10.00 per minute for pickup after 5:00. There is a three strike 
policy. After 3 late pick ups for the 2018-2019 year, your child will be dropped from the 
program. 

 
HEALTH AND MEDICAL INFORMATION 

Immunization Requirements 
All students must be immunized in accordance with state law before entering Texas 

schools. Vaccines are available from doctors’ offices, the Harris County Public Health 
and Environmental Services Department, 281- 446-4222, or the Houston Department of 
Health and Human Services, 713- 794-9320. 

Three Year Olds: 
Polio - 3 doses 
DTaP - 4 doses 

MMR - 1 dose - must be after 1st birthday 
Hepatitis B -3 doses 

Hepatitis A - 2 doses - first dose after the first birthday 
second dose 6 months after 1st Varicella - 1 

dose - after the first birthday 
Pneumococcal - Complete series with one dose after age one or one dose after age two 
 
  



Haemophilus Influenzae type b (HIB) - Completed series or one after 15 months. 
Four Year Olds: 
Polio - 4 doses with one after the 4th birthday DTaP - 5 

doses with one after the 4th birthday MMR - 1 dose - 
must be after 1st birthday Hepatitis B - 3 doses 

Varicella - 1 dose after 1st birthday Haemophilus 
Influenza B (Hib) - 3 doses 

Pneumococcal – Complete series or 1 dose after age 2 Hepatitis A - 
2 doses 6 months apart 

Illness 
A child with any of the following conditions should not be in school: 

fever or vomiting within the past 24 hours 
diarrhea 
undiagnosed skin or eye irritation 
symptoms of any other illness or condition not diagnosed by a doctor 
a known communicable disease as list in the Humble ISD 
Parent/Student Handbook 

Emergency contact information needs to be current. If a child becomes ill during the 
instructional day, the child will be in the clinic waiting for your arrival. 

Medication 
When it is necessary that medications be given at the school, the following 

guidelines will be followed: 
All medications must be brought to the clinic by the parent or an adult 
authorized by the parent. 
All medications (prescription and non-prescription) must be supplied 
in their original containers. 
Prescription medications must be labeled by the pharmacist with the student's 
name, name of prescribing Health Care Provider, strength of medication, 
amount to be given, and instructions for storage and administration. Only 
Health Care Providers with Prescription Authority in Texas can prescribe 
medications and treatment. 
All medications, including transdermal patches, must be accompanied by a note 
or Authorization for Administration of Medication form signed by the student's 
parent or guardian. The form can be obtained from the school nurse or the 
Humble ISD website. This note should state the student's name, the name of the 
medication, the condition for which the medication is being given, the time the 
medication is to be given at school, and the dates the medication is to be given at 
school. In addition, any medication 

 
  



(prescription or non-prescription) that is to be given for 10 or more school days 
must be accompanied by a written order from the Health Care Provider 
prescribing the medication. 
It is the parent's responsibility to maintain an adequate supply of medication 
and to inform the school nurse in writing of changes in dosage, frequency in 
administration, or if medication is discontinued. 
Physician request for Administration of Medication will expire at the end of the 
current school year. 
PRN (as needed) medications given more than 4 times in a month will require 
a Health Care Provider’s order indicating maximum dosage allowed per 
month. Any unused medication must be picked up by a parent, guardian, or an 
adult. No medications will be sent home with students. 
Medication left after the close of school for the summer months will be 
discarded. 
Over the Counter medications without a physicians order can not exceed 
labeled amounts. 

 
 

SNACK/ BREAKFAST/LUNCH 

Snack time provides a natural setting that support communication 
and social interaction. Review your teacher’s information sheet for specifics regarding 
snacks. Keep in mind that healthy snacks are the priority. Water will be provided by the 
school as a beverage option. If your child has allergies, please notify the classroom teacher. 
 
Breakfast/Lunch 

For children in school during meal times, your child may either bring their meal 
or purchase a meal from the cafeteria.  Last year, meals were free for all preschool 
students.  Contact your campus for current information about meal costs. 

 
  



 
 
 

CLOTHING 
Appropriate Clothing for School 

Preschool children need to wear clothing and shoes, which allow for movement 
and messes! Clothing should be easy for your child to remove for bathroom purposes. 
The programs include outside time. Plan accordingly for your child. Please see that your 
child's clothing is appropriate for the weather and that shoes are worn to protect feet. 
Our classrooms can be cold from time to time. Feel free to send a light sweater in your 
child’s backpack 

Label All Clothing 
Please label all articles of clothing that your child brings to school. 

Every effort is made to insure your child comes home with his or her clothing, coats, and 
sweaters. The task is much easier when items are labeled. 

Change of Clothing 
Occasionally accidents do happen. For this reason, please send a change of            

clothing (shirt, underwear, pants, and socks) in a clear plastic bag with your child's              
name written on the outside of the bag. 

Toilet Training 
If your child is in the process of toilet training, Pull-Ups, diapers, training pants, 

and/or underwear and wipes are requested for your child. Refer to the teacher 
information sheet for specifics related to toileting/diapering supplies. 

Backpack 
Your child needs to bring a school bag or backpack every day. The backpack 

should be large enough for a change of clothing and the communication folder. Please 
label the backpack and check the backpack daily. This is the communication line 
between home and school. Practice zipping and unzipping the backpack to encourage 
independence. 

Our classrooms have a wealth of toys, manipulatives, and books. Please           
refrain from allowing your child to bring items from home. It is not uncommon to               
have things broken, lost, or “borrowed”. 

 
PARENT – TEACHER COMMUNICATION 

Daily Communication 
Your child will have a communication folder. Each day the teacher will indicate 

activities and daily highlights in the folder. Please feel free to communicate via the folder 
regarding the evening events, special concerns, and bright moments. Any notes or money 
should be placed in the folder. Please immediately advise the teacher when there is a 
change 

 
  



of address, telephone number, or emergency number through a note in the 
communication folder. 

Parent Conferences 
Parent conferences are to be held during or near the end of the first nine-weeks 

and at the end of the year. The conference is an opportunity to share progress, 
information regarding your child’s individualized program. You are encouraged to 
attend these scheduled conferences. If at any time you wish to speak with your child’s 
teacher, feel free to write a note or call the classroom to schedule a meeting. It is our 
belief that family/school communication and connection is critical for your child’s 
success. 

 
FAMILY  INVOLVEMENT 

SPARK-Special Programs and Recreation for Kids 
Spark is an interactive program for families of preschool age children in the 

district. The program includes activities such as storytime, field trips, arts and crafts, 
play dates at the local parks and cooking with kids. The program is open to ANY child 
in the age range of 3 up to 5 by September 1st  of the current year. Activities are 
structured developmentally for our preschool population. For this reason, children 
younger than 3 and children who are kindergarten age are ineligible. 

Activities are offered 4 days per week at various elementary campuses and are facilitated 
by preschool teachers in Humble ISD. For a calendar of events or more information, 
contact Lori Gregory or Melissa Guajardo at 281-641-7465 or refer to the Internet at 
http://www.humbleisd.net/SPARK 

Volunteer Opportunities 
We are searching for a few great adults to help prepare classroom materials. If 

you are willing to create materials at home, please contact your child’s teacher. 
Ways to Support Growth and Development 

Read to your child 
Talk to your child throughout the day about what you are doing. 
Engage in play with your child 
Limit television and video games 
Read your child’s communication log daily 
Encourage independence and following directions 
Set an appropriate bedtime 
Encourage healthy habits 
Display your child’s school work 
Listen to your child and encourage communication 
Complete the Incredible Years Home Activities 
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Early Release Days 
• Regular program hours 6:45-5:00 will be in place for all Elementary Early 

Release dates with two exceptions. 
• The last day of instruction leading to Christmas vacation the 

Enrichment Program will close 30 minutes after the district determined 
closing time. 

• The last student day of the 2019-2020 school year, the 
Enrichment Program will close at 3:30 

 
  



Just Playing by Anita Wadley 
 

When I am building in the block room, please don’t say I’m “Just 
Playing”. 

For you see, I’m learning as I play, about balance and shapes. 
Who knows, I may be an architect someday. 

 
When I am all dressed up, setting the table, caring for the babies, 

Don’t get the idea I’m “Just Playing”. For you see, I am 
learning as I play; 

I may be a mother or father someday 

 
When you see me up to my elbows in paint or standing at an easel, or                

molding and shaping clay, Please don’t let me hear you say, “He is Just              
Playing”. 

For you see, I’m learning as I play. I’m expressing myself and 
being creative. 

I may be an artist or an inventor someday. 
 

When you see me sitting in a chair reading to an imaginary 
audience, 

Please don’t laugh and think I’ “Just Playing”. 
For you see, I’m learning as I play. 

I may be a teacher someday 
 

When you see me combing the bushes for bugs, or packing my 
pockets with choice things I find, Don’t pass it off as 

“Just Play”. 

For you see, I’m learning as I play. 
I may be a scientist someday. 

 
When you see me engrossed in a puzzle or some “plaything” at my school, 

 
  



Please don’t feel time is wasted in “Play”. 
For you see, I’m learning as I play. 

I’m learning to solve problems and concentrate. 
I may be in business someday. 

 
When you see me cooking or tasting foods, 

Please don’t think that because I enjoy it, it is “Just Play”. 
I’m learning to follow directions and see differences. 

I may be a cook someday, 
 

When you see me learning how to skip, hop, run and move my body, Please 
don’t say I’m “Just Playing”. 

For you see, I’m learning as I play. I’m learning how my body works. 
I may be a doctor, nurse or athlete some day. 

 
When you ask me what I have done in school today and I say “I Just Played”, 

Please don’t misunderstand me. For you see, I’m learning as I play. 
I’m learning to enjoy and be successful in my work. I’m preparing for 

tomorrow. 
Today, I am a child and my work is play! 

 
  



Student Information Sheet 
 

Dear Families, 
 

Help us get to know your child and provide a smooth transition into preschool 
programming in Humble ISD. Please complete the following confidential 
form. Thank you in advance for your support! 

 

 
 
 
Student Name:_______________________________________ 

Birthdate: _________________________________ Age: ____________  

Name of Parent/Guardian: _________________________________________ 
 

Address: _______________________________________________________  
 

 
Subdivision Name: _______________________________________________ 

 

Neighborhood Elementary School: ___________________________________   
 

Phone 1 _______________________Phone 2  __________________________  
 

Emergency Contact (other than parent or guardian) 
 

Name Phone Number   
 

Alternate Pick Up Arrangement 
 

Name Phone Number   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Child’s Name: __________________________________________________  
 

What does your child want to be called? ______________________________ 
 
 

How would you describe your child’s temperament at home? 
 

 
 

 
What are your priorities for your child’s education? 

 
 
 
 

Does your child have play and learning opportunities outside of school? 
 
 
 

What are motivators/reinforcers  for your child? 
 
 
 

Does your child prefer using           right hand   left hand  both hands  
 

Does your child have any special health conditions (vision, hearing, surgeries, allergies, 
seizures, medications)? If so, please describe them to us. _  

 

 
 

Are there food or drinks your child should not have due to religious or health 
reasons? 

 
 
 

May we share your child’s name, phone number and address with other parents in your child’s 
class for the purpose of socializing outside of class or arranging car pools to/from school? 

Yes No   
 

Feel free to include additional information on the back of this form! 
 

I acknowledge receipt of the STEPS+ Handbook for the 2019-2020 school year. 
 

Parent/Guardian Signature_______________________________Date: ________  
 

  



DWE STEPS Plus STAFF Information 2019-2020 
 

Teacher:  Suzanne Barker Campus: Deerwood Elementary 
 

Teaching Assistants:  Cindy Grimm, Loretta Markowski 
 

Room Number:  609 Direct Line:  281-641-2240 

Diagnostician/LSSP:  Sara Glass:  281-641-2220 

Speech Therapist:  Jackie Hensley:  281-641-2274 

Nurse:  Haysal Jones:  281-641-2285 

Attendance Hotline:  281-641-2219 

Main Office:  281-641-2200 

 

Send a snack for your child daily (2 snacks for Community Students)  

Send a package of diapers, Pull-Ups and wipes (we will let you know 
when supplies run low) PleaseLABEL your child’s supplies. 

 

Send a LABELED water bottle with SPORTS TOP that child can open and
close 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 


